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A big welcome to members on our Spring Raffle Saturday. Thanks to members for bringing
a wonderfully broad range of items from Elwyn's slabs through to Keith's fire
extinguishers, a SWG cap and Lloyd's spinach bunches.
Batmobiles and Ball Games toys are both completed while Dumbbells are 90% complete
with the remainder in John Edwards' care using his Vermic sphere attachment to finish.

We need to finalise the numbers for our visit to Hawkesbury Woodworking Co-op. ASAP
and later for the tour of Dural Mens Shed proposed for November. As stated we hope to
get another order for honey dippers before Christmas.
For this meeting the demonstration had been replaced by two videos following Show & Tell
and the Raffle. As Brian was unable to attend, Information Exchange was held-over until
October.
For S & T a small number of well turned items were displayed.
Pierre turned a
large most suitable
eucalypt hardwood
bowl and 'mallet'
made to contain
and crack open
walnuts.
Elwyn had also
turned an eucalypt
wood (deep-sided)
bowl showing considerable gum and grain markings.

Both bowls are an example of what can be made using our not so highly regarded
indigenous hardwoods!
Elwyn also showed a medium sized jacaranda
bowl with thin walls and a finish to match.

A camphor bowl from an anonymous
turner presented another well received
medium sized bowl with a mid gloss finish
and some flashes of ripple? among the
grain.
Lloyd showed a part completed semi-dry
bowl of tortured willow recently felled
from his garden. This medium sized bowl
showed some discrete grain and a few
birds-eye features on a otherwise offwhite background. Also the bowl showed
a large crack following the grain in the
base which is destined to be epoxy filled
following drying.
We are told that his bowl will be 'reshown' after drying and completion.

To finish, another fine item from Pierre namely a smallish bird feeder made from at lest
three wood types, white cypress, eucalyptus and ornamental conifer. Not only attractive to
birds!
Pierre also posed a question during S & T namely how to turn? his next project from the
laminated block he has painstakingly constructed. Some discussion ensued and hopefully
he has received a number of thoughtful solutions. See photo of the turning in the above
pic.
The Raffle progressed as usual with most members winning an assortment of useful items
to add to
their
'workshop
storage
problems'.
An
$80
contribution
to
our
account
was made
from
the
event.
After lunch the first video was shown; a DVD from Ted Sokolowiski titled 'Metal Inlay
Techniques (for Woodturners and Woodworkers)' kindly lent to us by member Ian Raper.
Ted provides a 70 minute encompassing tutorial on the subject covering getting started
and the basics, how to progress with carving and the repair of blanks, materials (metal
powders), advanced techniques including laser engraving followed by metal inlaying, and
finishing with a section on 'troubleshooting.'
Altogether a good practical demonstration of how to progress into turning repairs and
embellishment through to 'state of the art' laser design and printing and metal inlays!
As previously stated a description of videos is difficult. This video is available for loan so
only a few pictures from the screen are included to provide a general idea of the
demonstration.

Application of the (copper) powder and super glue to a
badly cracked bowl.

To complete the day the second video was from YouTube titled ' Not Another Dragon's Egg'
and incorporated a short demo on the use of Lichtenberg fractals and resin usage to
produce an interesting effect? and following on from our recent demonstrations.
The link is

https://youtu.be/leQFK5ONR38
***********************

For further interest or to join in woodturning go to

www.hornsbymensshed.org.au

